Setting and Event
Posted by powrus - 2012/06/18 05:58
_____________________________________

Why does my desktop calendar indicate a scheduled upcoming meeting (Event: with gray background)? There is no
reference to other events scheduled the days before or the days after.
Why does it highlight that specific event?
============================================================================

Re: Setting and Event
Posted by anoob - 2012/06/18 12:16
_____________________________________

Can you provide more detail describe about the problem event?
e.g.: start time? end time? alarm? calendar setting? category? recurrence? and even post the problem's screenshot.
============================================================================

Re: Setting and Event
Posted by powrus - 2012/06/18 15:09
_____________________________________

Thanks for replying. Here's info regarding the event:
Start Time: 1 PM
End Time: 5 PM
Alarm: 15 minutes
Calendar: Default
Category: Party
Recurrence: None
PS: I don't know how to post the problem's screenshot.
Note: The desktop calendar continues to have a drop down highlighted area which alerts me that this event is scheduled
... even though I have another event scheduled the day before this one.
Hope I provided enough info.
============================================================================

Re: Setting and Event
Posted by powrus - 2012/06/18 15:22
_____________________________________

Original Poster here: I cancelled all events prior to the one which has been highlighted via the drop down "event" box.
Then, I re-entered an event for tomorrow. I now notice that the drop down "event" box makes reference to my event for
tomorrow instead of the previous event scheduled for Saturday.
Am I right to assume that the drop down "event" box always displays the event which is scheduled to occur soonest? In
other words, will I always be alerted to my next (closest) event? :huh:
Thanks.
============================================================================

Re:Setting and Event
Posted by anoob - 2012/06/18 22:28
_____________________________________

Sorry, i can not determine there is a problem.
Some question:
the drop down "event" box is mean the "event list" window ?
which skin are you using ? shadow4 ?
and if possible, you can sent screenshot to me via email: jhg5702@gmail.com
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Am I right to assume that the drop down "event" box always displays the event which is scheduled to occur soonest? In
other words, will I always be alerted to my next (closest) event? For default, "event list" will show the events from today to
next 6 days.
============================================================================

Re:Setting and Event
Posted by powrus - 2012/06/19 07:30
_____________________________________

Thank you for your response.
The problem I experienced (and posted here) has been resolved.
============================================================================
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